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Abstract. A Lienotational semantics is given for a language for distributed programming based 
on ctilnmunication (CSP). The semantics uses bath linear sequences of communications to record 
computations and special states, called ‘expectation sets’, characterizing potential deadlocks. For 
any well-formed program segment the semantics is a relation between attainable states and the 
communication sequences needed to attain these states. In binding two or more processes we 
match and merge the communication sequences assumed by each process :o obtain a sequence 
and state of the combined process. The approach taken h=re is distinguished bv relatively simple 
semantic domains and ordering. 
In this paper we address ourselves to the intriguing problem of assigning an 
appropriate denotational semantics to concurrent programs and programming 
languages. The model of concurrency we concentrate on is the one underlying 
Hoare’s Communicating Sequential Process (CSP) [lo]. However, with very minor 
modifications it is applicable to Milner’s [15] model of communicating processes, 
and quite reasonably to any other model in which communication between processes 
is explicit and not implemented by shared variables. To handle shared memory 
communication, a more radical modification of the approach is required. 
It is now a generally realized consensus that, when one wishes to extend the 
apparatus of denotational semantics to concurrent systems, something has to give. 
By that, we mean that the all around elegance which distinguishes the denotational 
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treatment of languages for sequential programming cannot be fully maintained when 
moving over to languages for concurrent programming, and one or more satisfactory 
features of the formalism have to be given up OY made more complex. 
Consider below a list of several advantageous features of the denotational 
approach to sequential deterministic languages. We selected these particular features 
because none of the suggested extensions to nondeterminism and concurrency can 
maintain all of them. 
(1) A simple denotation for failure. In the sequential case, it is sufficient to have 
one denotation, namely I, for all the possible failures of a program, be it an infinite 
loop, an abortion, etc. The same denotation is also used for the state of insufficient 
determinacy when considering approximations. Recently, it has been suggested that, 
even for sequential programs, it is important to have distinct failure elements [8]. 
(2) Simple semantic base domains. The program is interpreted as a function from 
a set of initial states to a set of final states. Thus the range of this function is the 
domain, consisting of all possible final states augmented with the special element 
_L. Considered as a CPO this is a simple flat domain. We are only interested in the 
end results of the computation and are happy to forget the details of how they were 
derived. 
(3) Modularit), (syntax-directedness). The function computed by a composite 
program segment can be derived from the functions computed by its constituents. 
Thus, to each syntactic construct which constructs a composite program segment 
C( PI, P2) out of smaller segments P,, f2, there corresponds a semantic operator C 
such that 
(4) Continuit~~. All the resulting functions expressing the computations of pro- 
grams are continuous. Consequently we can derive approximations from which 
properties of the ultimate function can be deduced and approximated, and use 
induction principles such as computational or fixpoint induction in order to prove 
properties of the program. 
All the suggested denotional approaches to concurrency so far, had to give up 
or complicate one of the points above. Thus, in going into non-determinism, the 
simple semantic domain has to be exchanged for a more complicated powerdomain 
construction. Recently [6], even metric spaces were suggested as the appropriate 
domains for denotations of concurrency. The simple-minded approach to concur- 
rency which suggests an equivalent nondeterministic sequential program succeeds 
in retaining the relative simplicity of the domain but fails to maintain the synt:lx 
directness. 
It seems that the dilferent approaches to denotational concurrent semantics dither 
In the trade-off of features they are determined to keep simple and natural at the 
expense of increased complexity of other features. 
Several recent works [6, 7, 15, IS] have concentrated on syntax-directedness as 
an important feature to maintain. This calls for the ability to give an independent 
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semantics to each process in a concurrent system, regardless of the fact that its 
behavior may depend very strongly on communication with its partners and hence 
on their behaviour. Unfortunately, this resulted, at least in [7] and [ 151, in a complex 
semantic domain consisting of trees which may have infinite branching degree as 
well as infinite depth. In [6] the domain is of similar complexity. 
In this paper we suggest an improved approach to the specification of denotational 
semantics for <oncurrent languages with explicit communication such as Hoare’s 
CSP [IO]. The main advantages of our approach are: the relative simplicity of the 
semantic domain which consists of sets of states and communication sequences. 
Those pairs associate a state and the communication history necessary in order to 
attain it. This represents a simplification over the (possibly infinite with infinite 
branching degree) tree domains considered elsewhere [7,9, 151. It also corresponds 
very closely to our intuition by which the behaviour of a process or any subsystem 
in a communicating environment should be described as a mapping from possible 
communications to artainable states. 
For another recent attempt to describe processes by means of communication 
histories, see [3]. There, a simpler domain than ours is used for the price of higher 
restrictions on the programming language and its modelled features. Other models, 
using related tools, have been suggested since the presentation of the ideas reported 
here. Among them are [4, 11, 12, 171. A detailed comparison to related linear-history 
semantics apkzars at the end of this paper. 
Our binding operator for combining the semantics of processes P, and P, to form 
the semantics of P, 11 P, y-ields a do:nGi, which regards P, 11 P, as a new process 
replacing the other two. Thus binding may be performed on any level. and in order 
to combine P, I/ l - - 11 P,,, we may combine them in pairs in any association order. 
This is similar to the binding in [ 151, and allows for the treatment of nested 
concurrency and greatly enhances the usefulness of the formalism for handling the 
compiete CSP language, and not a simplified fragment. In comparison, in [7] the 
binding operator may be applied only once since it yields a semantic domain ditferent 
than that of its arguments. This restricts the language considered in allowing only 
one top level of parallelism. 
Another surprising feature of the formalism is the fact that, for the ordering of 
our semantic domains, it is sufficient to take subset inclusion instead of a more 
complicated power-domain ordering. 
2. The language 
.4s our language for distributed processing, we adopt Hoare’s language of Com- 
municating Sequential Processes (CSP). 
The primitive language elements are the instructions: 
(1) skip - the empty instruction. 
(2) j* :T= t - assignment. 
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(3) Pi ! t - output to process i the value of the expression t. 
(4) P, ?)‘-- input a value from process i and assign it to y. 
We define a guard to be a sequence of at most two elements: h, 6 ; c or C. Here, 6 
is a boolean condition (such as y > 0), c is a communication primitive of the form 
c ! t or Pi ?y. 
We define commands as follows: 
(1) Every instruction is a command. 
(2) If TI and T2 are commands, then so is T, : T2. 
43) If T,,..., T, are commands, and g,, . . . , g,, are guards, then [g, + 
T, 0 - - . C g,, + 7-J is a (conditional) command. 
(4) If T,,..., T,, are commands and g,, . . . , g,, are guards, then * [gl + 
T, 13 * - ’ E g,, --, 7J is an (iterative) command. 
(5) If PI, P,,... , Pn are processes, then [P, 11 P2 11 . l . 11 PJ is a command. 
A process is simply a labelled command, i.e., if T is a command, then P, :: [ T] is 
a process. 
We require that all process labels in a system are distinct. The scope of any 
identifier is the smallest enclosing process, excluding any inner (to it) process. In 
other words, variables are strictly loca.! tr\ a p--cc ..-l._.O 2nd arc: never exported through 
process boundaries. 
We further adopt the naming conventions of [IO]. In particular, no process can 
communicate with either an ancestor process or with a descendant process. That 
is, it may name as a target of communication only one of its sibling processes, or 
its ancestor-s sibling processes. Note, however, that such a naming may match a 
subprocess of the named sibling:. 
(‘ommunication between process P, and P, takes place by process P, executing 
irn instruction (or guard) of the form P, !e and process P, executing P, ‘.‘_v. This 
execution has to be simultaneous and its effect is the assignment to _V in P, of the 
value of Y in ft. We say that P, outputs the value P to P,, which inputs it. 
The execution of T, ; T2 is simply the execution of T, followed by the execution 
4 T:_ 
The execution of [K, -+ T, i:l - - . Cd1 g,, -+ T,,] involves the selection of a guard g, 
which is enabled, executing g, if it involves communication, and then executing T,. 
A guard g of the form h ; c is said to be enabled if the boolean condition b is true 
and the communication partner implied by c is ready to communicate. Note that 
the execution of 3 g which involves comnlunication, requires again simultaneous 
exrcution of the current process and its communication partner. In case no implied 
partner is ready to communicate, the whole comnxind is delayed. 
Iset C‘ = [g, --, T, L:: - - - i 3 s,~ --* T,) 1. then the execution of the iterative commdnd 
4% proceeds until all the boolean parts of all the g’s are False and cont;i$ts of the 
repeated execution of C’. Thus a loop, all of whose guards are purely communication 
gu:irds, can never terminate. 
In this interpretation of conditionals and of iterations \ve deviate from Hoar-e’s 
t’wnul~~tion which con4ders the communication i3:ir-t of ;i guard to be fdlse if its 
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communication partner has terminated (knowrl also as the distributed termination 
convention). This difference is not crucial , Ante one can encode the sensing of 
termination of other processes by additional explicit communications. The interpre- 
tation adopted here simplifies the presentation of the semantics. But a reasonable 
extension to the semantic definition can be made which will accommodate Hoare’s 
interpretation without any additions to the program. 
The execution of [PI 11 l l - iI P,,] calls for the parallel execution of P, to P,,. This 
parallel execution can be conceived as obeying the following scheduling policy: 
At any instant, select either a noncommtinication instruction in a process Pi or 
a pair of matching enabled communicating instructions in process Pj, P,, respectively. 
In the first case execute this single instruction, and in the second case execute 
simultaneously the communication pair. 
3. A priori semantics for a single process 
Consider first the semantics of a single process Pfi In the noncommunicating case, 
.U[[P,l should be * s 
. . 
b partial function from imtlal states to final states. 4 state is 
specified by the set of values assumed by the variables, which in our case are local 
to each process. Yn the nondeterministic case, this should be a function into Y(S) 
(the powe*’ .;et of S), where S is the state space, allowing several possible outcomes 
for ;1 single initial state O-,,E S. However, in the presence or communication, each 
computation yields not only a final state (if it converges and I otherwise), but also 
performs a sequence of communications. Each such communication can be described 
by a record of the form (L: j, k) meaning that the value v E D (D is the data domain) 
has been passed from P, to Pk. Considering the cqmmunications of processes P,, 
they must be one of the following: 
z = NV, i,.i>/ vE: D,j# i}u{(v,j, i)(vE D,j# i)u{6}, 
denoting respectively outputs from i to some j, inputs from some j to i, and the 
empty communication 6 which we associate with each noncommunicating instruc- 
tion such as ‘skip’, tests (or guards) or assignment. 
Detinc ,V = UZ, for all processes appearing in the program. 
The role of 6, or empty communication, is to indicate the progress of a noncom- 
municating computation. It leads to the desired property th.at long computations 
correspond to long communication sequences, regardless of the amount of communi- 
cation actually generated. The 8 resembles the 7, or silent transition, of Milner [15] 
2nd the F in [6]. It was also (independently) introduced in [ 161. 
A communication history is anyfinite sequence in %; = I’:. Thus, any computation 
of P, reaches a certain state (T and produces a certain communication sequence h 
in order to get there. Whether this computation is realizable in a given environment 
of other processes depends on the ability and readiness of the other processes to 
cooperate in producing the corresponding communications on their side. Analyzing 
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p( alone, the most we can do is to characterize the correspondence between attainable 
states and the communicating sequences required in order to achieve them. 
Our space 0.T states is also augmented as follows: 
~;=S~U(L}U Eia 
Si is the space of possible proper local states of 4. For simplicity it is taken to 
be the set D”!, where n, is the number of variables local to Pi, thereby ignoring 
possible type restrictions. A computation results in a state ct E Si if it converges and 
(7 is the state upon termination. The state _L denotes an incomplete computation, 
i.e., orle that has not converged yet. 
E, is a set of special ‘expectation’ states which anticipate the possibility of a 
deadlock. An analysis of Pi alone cannot resolve the question of whether a deadlock 
is actually going to occur. But it can detect a situation which is a potential deadlock, 
such that only one of a set of given communications can extricate the system from 
a deadlock. The role of E, state space is to detect such situations and the associated 
communication set which can resolve the deadlock. The basic elements in the 
construction of E, are elementary expectations of the form pj!, which mean that 
process i is ready to issue a e! command and expects P, to accept it, and elements 
of the form j31?, which mean that process i is ready to issue a P,? command and 
expect f, to provide the appropriate output command. 
Nolte that the expectation sets include only communications that are immediatel! 
executable (without any intervening local actions) and such that if none of them 
ever happens, the process is deadlocked. As a result, our semantics distinguishes 
between programs which are observationally-equivalent according to Milner’s defini- 
tion (an example will follow in the discussior! t-rf the conditional statement). 
ALo, Hoare’s ‘ready sets’ [l I] differ from our t.xpectation sets in that the ready 
sets assume a necessary next communication of a process. Hoare is not considering 
the situation, where a process can either commtinicate or do a local transition as 
its next step. In the second case, our expectation sets do not contain the communica- 
tion since it canpot cause a deadlock once there exists a local alternative. We return 
to this point again at a later stage. 
We define the function 
which proGdes the miitching communication. 
Also detine the sets 
tind 
Ii’, -- Dual(ll’)==(p;!ll~ I,... , n; l# i)u{pj?ll If: 1,. . . , n; I+ i). 
NOW. we formally Lietine the e.upecttiCon states as 
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Thus each element of E, is of the form e(A). It denotes the situation that Pi is ready 
to issue all of the commands c!, fk? for pj!, pi 3 k. E A and acceptance of any of them 
by a matching partner will resolve the deadlock situation. If, however, no matching 
communication is forthcoming, as may be the case if all potential partners have 
terminated, or are each expecting some other unrelated communication, the e(A) 
situation implies a necessary deadlock. Of course, the information of whether any 
of the A-communications will materialize will be available only on the joint analysis 
of all the processes. Analyzing Pi alone, we can only mark that we can get a situation 
e(A) where at least one of the communications in A is required in order to resolve 
the deadlock. The special case e(H) is to be interpreted as an established deadlock 
or abortion. In the conclusion, we discuss the relationship between our expectation 
sets and Milner’s trees, and the trees of [7]. 
In summary, we should consider , U[P,l to be a mapping from an initial state 
u,, E S, into <P(Y, x Y’,), i.e., producing a set of pairs (o-, h) E Y’, x :W, with the intended 
meaning that starting at o,, there exists a partial computation which reaches a state 
o E Y, with communicatron sequence h E P,. More precisely, since P, may be nested 
inside another process, whose variables it is not allowed to access, .@[P,] should 
be extensible to any set containing Yt as a factor, in the following way: For every 
(n, k) E A[[ P,~(u~,) and every T which is a state component disjoint from Y, we also 
have 
((p; 7), h)E.nnP,n((a,,:7)). 
As before, 
(T c LS, if the computation is convergent, i.e., reached a termination point. 
u = A_ if the computation is incomplete, i.e., did not reach a termination point. 
u = e({ c,, . . . , q}) if the computation led to a situation in which P, is expecting 
at least one of the comrr,unications c,, . . . , cI, ; in such a case we will also have 
(i, h)E .tt~PJ(a,,) for some IL 
However, in order to deal with a uniform domain, we extend AQ PJ to be 8 mapping 
.uuf,n: P(Y, X iV,)+ iP(iYi X 2,). 
This extension is defined as follows. First, for singleton sets, we define,, for aO~ S,, 
u E 3,. h,, E >W,, 
b, hd,) E .cru w(m, h,)h 
it1 there exists a a,,-computation which leads to 0 while communicating 11,. Note 
that h,, may be considered as a given past history to which the computation appends 
any additional communications. Thus, the extension is independent of ho7 the ‘past’. 
For u,, c- .Y, - S, (i.e., (I} w E,) we have 
. #I CD({(q,, h,N = Ch ML 
independently of Pia 
T!;C extension of .ffU PiI to non-singleton sets is done by taking the union. That 
is, for Vr 9, XX,, 
.ww9= u JUwJ({~dd}). (rr.lr ). 1’ 
Thus, . ff[ P,n is totally distributive. 
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Note that our semantics for Pl includes in addition to convergent computations, 
al:l their initial subcomputations, and that many of these will be found out to be 
unrealizable, due to the inability of the environment to respond with the right 
communications. 
Our basic domain of anlaysis is therefore P(Yi x R,) which is partially ordered 
by subset inclusion, i.e., the minimal element is Q) and the ordering relation E, 
interpreted as the usual set inclusion C. This is certainly a complete lattice. 
The fact that subset ordering is adequate for the semantic analysis, and that no 
power-domain construction was found necessary, is considered to be one of the 
simplifications contributed by this approach. 
Note that _L is not the minimal element of the domain, but will be introduced by 
the semantic equations to denote incomplete computations. Before giving the seman- 
tic equations for the different constructs in the language, we will illustrate the 
resulting a priori semantics of an example program. 
Consider first the process 
P,::*[h-+ P,!OEl h--+h:=false], 
operating on a single boolean variable b. In this case, 
.‘I, -= (true, false, I, e( (pi!})}, )i, = ((0. 1,2), zij*. 
Denoting . U[1 P,jj = F,, our semantic equations for F, (where we abbreviate 
F‘,Uh, hi) for F,({(h, II}}) will give 
F+(b, II)) = ((I. 11)) u
if h then F,( (true, h - (0. 1, 2))) 
w F,((false, 11 - h))il {(c(pJ!), 11)) 
else(false, II). 
Kate the automatic addition of the element ( L, 11) for recording partial computa- 
tion, the appending of ci for all noncommunicating instructions, and the introduction 
of e({&!l) in the h = true branch. 
The least tixed point solution of this equation can be found by interution (beginning 
with F’,‘- ~3). And we c;tn show for cs;~tnple that 
i.e., the possible computations starting with 11 -: true and ctin empty ‘past’ 1 include 
convergent computations which terminate in I, - false and produce communication 
\equenceh of the form (0, 1 , 2)” - 6 for e\rery II ) 0. It also includes incomplete 
computations of any length and computations reaching the expectation ec{pi!)) state. 
Consider again the role of the S communication in establishing a correspondence 
between the length of the communication sequence and the length of the computa- 
tion. Since fie s;ivt: incomplete computations we [vi11 always ti:ive in our result sets 
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elements of the form (I, h). The only way to decide whether there exists a divergent 
computation is to observe chains of h’s of unbounded length, as in the example 
which does permit an infinite computation. This is equivalent to the counter intro- 
duced in [18]. 
Let us present now the semantic equations which assign to every statement T 
within process Pi its semantic function 
Since for every C E Yi - S, (i.e,., cr E {I} u Ei), ‘ye have .AV[ Tn((cr, h)) = {(CT, h)}, we 
will only specify .N[ Tjl for singletons ((0, h)) where G E S;, h E %?i ; Al[ T] for arbitrary 
subsets of 9, x Xi can be easily found by distributivity. 
We start by considering the instructions first: 
( 1) 7-k 3kip‘ instruc~fion: 
.ff[skipi((o, 11)) = {(I, II}, (u, ha)}. 
The first component records the partial compuration up to the point before entering 
the instruction. This component will appear directly or indirectly in the semamics 
of all other instructions and commands. The second component leaves (T unmodified 
and extends h by S, recording a noncommunicating computation step. 
(2) Assi_-rnme*1 r instruction : 
In the second component, ~[I,,/JT] denotes the modified state obtained from g 
by assigning to j’ the value of t evaluated in CT. 
(3) Output instruction : 
Here, the set of possible results includes (I, h) recording the partial computation, 
the possibility e(({p: !}) which anticipates a possible deadlock at this instruction in 
which process i (the one containing the output instruction) is indefinitely waiting 
for process P, to accept an output from it. The third pzsibility is that of successful 
communication history h, the communication (t(,, i,$ meaning that the value t,, is 
transferred from f, to r-l,, i.e., denoting that a successful communication took place. 
(4) lrrput irlstruction :‘ - 
Here, the first two components are similar to the on(:s above. The third is a set of 
results, corresponding to all possibie input values u E 0, which may be communicated 
from process j. The result, corresponding to each input, is obtained by assigning 
the input L’ to J* and appending the appropriate communication record to h. 
We observe that both the input and output instructions contained a part which 
may be termed the ‘successful communication result set’. Since we will need this 
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part in the sequel, we introduce the following definition: 
Suc[F ! #(a; w = w, h - o,,, i, j>k 
Suc[P, ?y]((q h)) = {(~[u/_Y], h * (u, j, i>>l u E D), 
Suc[ A](( a, k)) = {(a, I?)}. 
The ‘Sue’ semantic function can be extended to subsets of Y, X %; in the usual way. 
Note that it applies to communication instructions only, including the empty com- 
munication. 
consider now the following commands: 
(5) Composite command: 
Note that any (CT’, /I’) intermediate results, for C~‘E {I} u E,, generated in T,, are 
preserved by .I41 TJJl and appear in the result set of’ T, ; T2. 
(6) Conditional command: Let C be a conditional command given by 
where h, and cI are the boolean and communication parts of the Ith guard, respec- 
tively. If h, is absent, we can take true as the boolean part of the guard, and we 
will denote an empty communication part by (aI = A. 
For a given state v denote by f.,, the set of all I’s E ( I, . . . , n} such that (h,),, = true. 
Then 
Here ~1; is defined 
If q has the form 
It’ q has the form 
The first part is the 
as follows: 
P, ! I, then (1; is /): !. 
P, ‘!x, then (1; is /I;?. 
I usual partial computation record. The second part selects all 
guards 411ch that their boolean part is true when evaluated in cr. records this evaluation 
by adding an extra 8 to the history, and assuming a successf.ul communication for 
their communicrlting parts, adds the result set generated by their respective statement 
‘T, to the rc’sult set of thdz conditional command. The last part analyses the possibility 
of a deadlock at the conditional statement. If there is at least one guard with a true 
boolean part ;.nd empty communication part, no deadlock is possible since the 
branch corresponding to this guard can always be taken. Otherwise, all true guards 
contain a nonempty communication part, and if we denote by cIi, . . . , cl,,, the 
communication parts of the true guards, we add to the result the special ‘expecting 
pair’ !e( (c;,, _ . . , c;,,,}), hb. 
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This denotes the possibility of deadlock at the conditional statement if all the 
processes addressed by cl, to cl,,, fail to communicate with P,. Note that if there is 
no true guard, we generate the result (e(0), h). The interpretation of e(0) here is an 
established deadlock or failure or abortion. This is in complete agreement with 
Dijkstra’s operational semantics that interprets a conditional with all guards false 
as an abortion. 
To illustrate the subtle consequences of the above definition, consider the following 
two conditional (assumed embedded in the process P,): 
C, = [true --, cl El true-, G] and C2 = [G, + skip 0 c2+ skip], 
where cl, c2 are communication instructions. 
*WY((~, W) = H-L W, (4{c,))* W, (e(W), MI 
u Suc[c,](( a, hS)) u Suc[c,]({q ha)). 
The result sets differ in that C, has the two possible results (e({ ct}), h), (e((c;}), h) 
while C2 has only the possibility (e((cf , c>}), h). This implies that C, can get to a 
deadlock situation (in some computation) because either P, (the process addressed 
by c,) or I’.: f%Gs to communicate. On the other hand C2 can get to a deadlock 
situation cinly if both P, and P2 fail to communicate with Pi. 
(7) ltcrative cornrnand’: Let C be a command structured as above, then the 
equation for the iterative command *C is given by 
then {(a, hfi)} else J4[* CI](.H[Cn((o; k),)]. 
This definition states that the computation halts only if all the boolean parts of 
the guards are false. As mentioned, this is a different interpretation of the iterative 
construct than the one given by Hoare [lo]. In his interpretation, a guard is false 
when its communication part names a process which has already terminated. 
Note that this is a recursive equation for the function J!j* Cl while .&[Cn is 
taken as a function already known. 
A more exact definition will refer to the fact that we want the least solution of 
the recursive equation above. Namely, 
where p is the least fixpoint operator, and 
then ((0, hS)} else X(.6@I’Jj((~~, W))]. 
Note that we charge an extra 6 in the case where all the guards were false. In case 
some guard is true, the extra S is charged within the evaluation of the body. 
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In order to ensure the existence of the least fixpoint we must have 7(X) continuous 
in X. Since our order is that of subset inclusion, it is obvious that this is the case. 
The parallel command [P, 11 l - l 11 P,,] will be separately discussed in the following 
section. 
4, Putting it altogether-Binding 
Assume now that we have already derived the a priori semantics for two processes 
P, and 4,. We will proceed to define ~H[pi 11 I$ Consider first the appropriate 
semantic domain. The set of relevant communications will be obtained by a sym- 
metric difference, Z,, = (Z, 0 _‘,) u {S}, i.e., all communications involving either P, 
and P, but not communications between Pi and FF These will be converted to 6 
since they are internal to the combined process f, iI 9,. As before, X,i = Zz; 
.Yt, =(S, xS,)u{~}u E,;. 
The combined expectations space E, contains states of the form e(. . . p: . . .), where 
k = i or k = j but excludes expectations of the form pj or pi. Essentially, .MP, II PJ 
is obtained by forming the coalesced merge of the communication sequences of the 
computations produced by P, and r, and the cross product of the states. 
The coalesced merge A$,( II,, 11,) of the sequences h,, h, produced by c. 4, respec- 
tively, will contain all the communications that P, and Pi had in 11, and hj with the 
external world, but none of the intercommunications between them. On the other 
hand, while forming the merge, it is checked that these intercommunications are 
matched. That is, a merge will be successful only if to each (v, i,j) in It,, there 
correspon2.5 a (u, i,_ij in It, and vice versa. 
The cross product V, x U, of two states is the combined state reached by the system 
P, 11 P,. Special considerations are given to the caces where any of the Q’S is either 
I or e(A) for some set A, 
Following the idea that the possible executions of P, 11 P, are obtained by coupling 
the matching individual executions ot’ P, and P, we can now give the semantic 
equation for the parallel command P, 11 P,: 
F-or ;I v c S, x S, iind 11 t_ ‘H,, we have 
where M,,( II,, It,) and U, x U, are detined below. 7 (~7) is the projection of u on the 
variAes local to the process P,, i.e., the set 01 1 hues assigned to these variables in 
CT. Thus v,(cqt- S,, TT,(U)C S,. 
i:or fT ’ J,, -- S, k S,, se have the wrnrnon ruk that 
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The (i, j)-merge of h, and h, is defined by 
M,(h, hj)=if h,=hj=/i then(A) 
v if h, = r.h:&(r=Svr~~-_i)thenr*M,,(h:,hi) 
v if 11, =r. h:&(r=SvrE~-_r,)thenr~ M,(hi,hS) 
v if h, = ,r l hi & h, = r - hJ then S * Mi,( h j, h.1). 
The above defini:ion provides 3 set of sequences which are the coalesced (i,j)-merge 
of ki and hi. 
A merge can result in an empty set such as M,,(( t’, i, j), ;I ). This implies that one 
of the processes P,, say, wished to communicate with P, but Pi did not respond. 
The coalesced merge is formed by leaving in all records which are either 8 or 
deal with the external world, but insisting that all (i, j)-communications are exactly 
matched by similar records in the other sequence, and then they are both replaced 
by a new 6. 
The cross product of two states (7, E .Yi, o, E Y,, [T, x a, E Yj, is defined by 
(7, X fl, = if a, = _l v u, = _L then _L 
else if q = e( A} & :; I S, then e( A - lli) 
else if cr, E: S, & o-, = e( 5) then e( 5 - II,) 
else if (7, = e(A) & CT, = e( 5) then 
if A n Dual( 5) f 8 then -L 
else e(A u 5 - II, - II,) 
else if u, E S, & q E S, then ((T,, a,). 
This definition summarizes the joint state resulting from 5, reaching the state CT, 
and Pj reaching u,. 
If either CT, or U, denotes an in ;omplete computation, then we mark the joint 
state as incomplete. 
If fr, = e(A) denotes an expcting state and P, has terminated (i.e., ci; E- S,) the 
resulting state is still expecting but we delete from its expectation set all expectations 
from process’& which will never realize them. This may result in an e(H) state which 
is an established deadlock. 
The situation is symmetric with <T, = e(5) and O, E S, (implying that PI terminated). 
Consider now the case where both U, = e(A) and a; = e(5). Here we have to 
distinguish between two cases. If A n Dual(B) # (!I there must exist a communication, 
say [I: !E A and its dual p, . ’ 3 E 5 If this is the case, then 5, and 5, can resolve the . 
de;adlock between themselves. Consequently, the resulting state is I, denoting that 
all rhat we can say is that there exists some incomplete computations which brings 
us 10 these locations in the respective processes. 
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Otherwise Pi and pi must have help for the resolution of the deadlock. Con- 
sequently we form a unified expecting state whose set of expectations is Au 
B - lli - Iii, i.e., all external expectations of either Pi or 4. 
The last case is when both P, and y, have converged and yielded proper states 
oi E S,, ci E Sj, respectively. Here, obviously, the resulting state is the combination 
(CT,, aj). meaning t::e combined values of the variable sets corresponding to Pi, Pi, 
respectively. 
The case of more than two processes that are concurrently composed can be 
reduced to a successive binary composition. Due to associativity of the binary 
composition this can be done in arbitrary order. Associativity can be established 
though it requires an exhaustive consideration of many cases. 
The resulting semantics of P, 11 P, can be interpreted as before. For an argument 
of the form (no, ,I), it contains a set of pairs (a, h) where c may describe a final 
state, incompleteness or an expectation state, and h a communication history for 
getting to this state. Note that Ir may contain either S steps or communications of 
either Pi or P, with the external world. 
Because of this uniformity, we may continue to combine fi 11 pI with other processes 
in the program, as though it were a single process. This allows the treatment of 
nested concurrency, i.e., one process containing a parallel execution of two other 
processes, in a most natural way. Note that there is no intention to distinguish 
between different concurrent compositions, in which one component process does 
not terminate. Also note that the meaning of P 11 Q is naturally equivalent to that 
of Q 1: P 
As an example of the application of the semantics of P, 11 P,, consider a process 
P2 defined as follows: 
Note that the input value read into J* from P, is not used. 
Using the semantic equations for an individual process, we can compute the 
semantics of P2. Let 11, nr > 0 stand for the initial vJues of s, _t: respectively. Then 
we have 
Reconsider the semantics of I’, which was obtained previously: 
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Let us form now the binding of .M[P,~ with Ju[P& 
Jw, II P,nw rue, n, m), A)) = 
= {((false. 0, O), S2n+‘)} u {(e({p_l !}), a*“)) 
u {(e({pf ?}), Szk)l k s n} u {(I, 6”) 1 k s 2n + l}. 
This means that the joint execution of P, and P2 can result in 
(a) A convergent computation leading to a state (false, 0, O}. 
(b) A deadlock caused by P, terminating first and P, waiting for it to accept an 
output. 
(c) A deadlock caused by P, terminating first and P2 waiting for it to send an 
output. 
(d) Partial computations up tc length 2n + 1. 
Note that we do not have a divergent computation (a loop) for the behaviour of 
the combined pair. 
Consider now the semantics of a process. As defined syntactically, a process is a 
labelled command Pi :: [T]. The semantics of a process 
.44[pi ::[T]n((o, h)) = {(~,(a’), 3,(h’))l(o’, h’) E ./44[TI]}((u, h)). 
The renamin? function SSi replaces any reference to a subprocess of P, by a reference 
to Pi. Such rq.Gacements may affect expectation states of the form e({ . . . , pf’“, . . . }), 
transforming them to e({. . . , p;, . . -1). where P,.r, is a subprocess of P,. They also 
affect communication records of the form (u, i-k, j) or (v, j, is k), transforming them 
into (u, i,.j> or (0, j, i), respectively. 
As an example consider the following command: 
P, ::[P,., :: P,! 111 P, 2:: P,!2]1( &::[I& :: P, ?X II &:: P, ?_Y]. 
The meaning of the body of P, is given by 
NI PI. I II 6 .2n((u. h)) = 
(I, h l (2, l-2,2)), (a, h l (I, 1.1‘ 2). (2, l-2,2)), 
(CI; h 9 (2, I-2,2) Q (I, 1.1,2))}u {(e(pi”), h l (2, 1-2,2)), 
(e(pi”), ?I- (1, l~l,2)),(e(p:“,/):‘3), h)}. 
After renaming we obtain 
(u,h.(l,1,2).(2,1,2)),(a,h.(2,1,2).(1,1,2)), 
(e(d), h - (2, 1, N, (e(d), h l (1, I, 2% (e(p$. W. 
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Consider now the interpretation of the semantics for a complete system P (i.e., 
such that no communication is attempted with any process outside the system). 
5. Interpretation of the semantics 
Consider a system P which is a CSP program. Let U,,E S be an initial state. The 
set M[P~((q,, A))r 9’ x S* represents all the possible computations in ?? It can be 
interpreted by the following summary. 
(I ) The system has a divergent computation iff, for every n 2 0, 
(I, 6”) E *A[ P]((q,, ‘I)). 
(2) The system has a convergent computation resulting in a state (T E S iff there 
exist an 17 3 0 such that 
(U, 6”)E+ .H[I”Il((LT,,, A)). 
(3) The system can reach a deadlock (no process can proceed but not all have 
terminated) or an abortion iff there exists an n 2 0 such that 
(u(0), V)E .,Hi Pi((q,, A)). 
6. Comparison of the discrimination power of various semantics 
Every definition of semantics induces a natural equivalence on programs, namely, 
that two programs S, and S-, are equivalent if their semantics coincide. Ditferent 
semantics for comparable languages can be compared by comparing the equivalence 
relations that they induce. We compare in this section three such semantics including 
ours, Milner’s semantics for CCS [ 151 and the failure-based semantics [4, 5, 121. 
The comparison ground that we choose ic that of finite tree expressions constructed 
riccording to the CCS rules. For terminology and notations we refer the reader to 
iMiEner’s book [IS]. 
The first equivalence we consider is the observational equivalence us introduced 
by Milner. When applied to finite trees, observational equivalence can be defined 
iis the largest equivalence relation 2: that satisfies the requirement 
(S *“’ S’ implies 3 T’r== S’: T*“’ T’} and 
{ T 2” T’ imphes 3s’ --= T’: S =9’ 9). 
In this requirement Z T is the set of externally observable communications, S, T, S’ 
and T’ are finite tree expressions. S 3”‘s denotes the possibility of S deriving 9“ 
under an obsen ed communication sequence w* tl 1% 
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Next, we consider the equivalence relation induced by our semantics. Following 
[5] we define 
traces(S) = { w 13 T, S *” T}, initials(S) = {a 1 (a) E trace@)]. 
Thus, traces(S) are all the sequences that may be observed from S, not necessarily 
leading to NIL. Consequently, traces(S) is prefix closed. The set initials (S) is the 
set of all single communications that can be observed from S. A term (Y is defined 
to be stable if the only E derivation it allows is a *F a. In other words it must be 
either the empty process NIL or have the form a = I:=, Qitt, with each ai E C (i.e., 
ai # 7). Write stable@) to denote the fact that a! is stable. Obviously, LY is stable if 
it cannot perform any transition, including a 7 transition, unless one of the initials(a) 
communications is possible. Since thi expressions are an abstraction of communicat- 
ing processes where the actual val14es transferred or computed are ignored, we may 
simplify our semantics to be independent of the initial state and d.efine 
* M[a[ = {(e(X), wT)l 3p : stable(p) A X = initials(p) A cy 9 p}. 
The following are some exa.mples of this definition: 
.MINWl = {(e(O), E )I, 
Nb* 6 + 7. (a + h)E = {(e(W), E), (e({a, h)), F), (eW), ~1, (e(g), 6)). 
The equivalence relation introduced by our semantics is defined by 
We Frove the following relation between = and observational equivalence. 
Proposition 1. = c s. 
(That is: the linear semantic induced equivalence is coarser thar tibservational 
equivalence.) 
Proof. Let (Y and /3 be two terms such that cy = p. Let (e(X), -c) E M[LY~. By the 
definition there exists a stable term cy’ such that LY +“’ CY’ and Init Ials (a) = X. Since 
(Y =c. fi there must exist a /3’ such that p =9’p’ and (Y’ = /3’. It is nc.t difficult to show 
tFlat any term j3’ must have a derivation $’ =Y p” such that j3” is str-‘I$& Since LY’ =: /3’, 
also cy’ must have a derivation CC *’ cy” such that (Y”= /3”. Howev &, cy’ being stable 
has only the trivial F-derivation which shows that in fact C-Y’=/!“. An immediate 
consequence of this equiva!ence is that Initials@“) = Initials@‘) = X. Thus we have 
/3 =Y”p” such that 1.3” is stable and Initials(p”) = X. This leads to e(X), W) E &(IpJj 
and we conclude that “tl[~~] =.!r[/31, hence ct! = /3. c! 
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To show that the inclusion is strict we may consider the two terms a! = ab +ac 
and /3 = Tab + 7ac. They are not observationally equivalent since p =F a6 and a 
cannot derive an equivalent term. On the other hand their linear semantics are the 
same and equal: 
@(a), E), Mb), a), (c(c), a), (e(B), 4 (e(B), @I. 
Observational equivalence can be defined on the limit of finite approximations to 
the fixpoint definition. These approximations can be defined by 
(Y = , p @ traces( ff) = traces(p), 
and in general, for k 2 1, 
CY =+,) /3 a forall WEE*: 
{cw+‘cu’implies3~‘=kcu’:/?=$“~‘}and 
{p =9 /3’ implies 3cu’ aI\ p’: cy =3”’ ~2’). 
Then the proposition that we proved above can be sharpened to zjt =. 
Next, we consider the failures semantics. Following [S] we define 
failures(a) = {(X, w)l3 cy’: cy ~3” (Y’ A X u Initials(a) = 0). 
Failure equivalence is defined by 
(1 = j3 # failures(N) = failures(p). 
We show that failure equivalence is a coarser relation than the equivalence induced 
by the hnear semantics. 
Proposition 2. 3 c =. 
Proof. Let lx and p be terms such that LY z 6. Let (X, w) E failures( tu). We will show 
that necessarily (X, IZ*)E failures(p), which will establish N E /3. 
Since (X, H)E failures(t:) there must exist an (Y’ such that cy 2” cy’ and X 17 
Initials(cu’) = v). By an observation made ;tbove there exists a derivation cy’=3* H“ 
such that cy” is stable. Let I’- Initials(cr”). Clearly, YC Initial@) hence also 
A’ r~ Y = k1. It follows that (e( Y)w) E: J&Y]~ = .l([fij. We must have therefore some 
stable p’ such that p =-Y p’ and Initial@‘) = K Since .X n Y - 0 it follows that 
(X, w) t failures(~). Cl 
We observed above that =+ s. When bve compare =,T and + we find that they 
are unrelated. This can be shown by the four cases below: 
On the other hand, 
but al, + w = Tab -+ 7ac 
4.3 
If we combine 
hierarchy: 
our comparison results with those of [S] we obtain the following 
=, 
c -t 
All the inclusions shown are strict. 
Examining the differences between the linear semantics as described in this pa;aer 
and the failure semantics, we observe the following points: 
(a) One obvious but superficial difference is that in some sense expectation sets 
are complements of refusal sets since the one summarizes transitions that can be 
taken while the other summarizes tr: nsitions that cannot be taken from a state. 
(b) In the linear semantics, expfztation sets are formed only from stable states 
(terms). In the failure semantics ade form refusal sets from ary intermediate state. 
(c) The refusal sets :.\re closed under subset operations, i.e., 
ML Wdailures(a) *VYEX: (w,Y)Efailures(~). 
No such closure is defined for the linear semantics. 
Another natural question is, how does a linear-history semantics relate to a tree 
semantics, and how does it ‘get rid’ of the branching aspeci recorded in trees. As 
was noted long ~0, the ‘simplistic’ formal-languages approacf?, regarding a tree as 
a set of s+tences, i.e., the set of it5 paths, does not work. It will identify, for 
example_ the following trees 7, and T?: 
which will both yield the set (cc,, cc?}. However, 7; and 7$ reflect to radically 
different behaviour with regards to communication. Whereas 7:. after having com- 
municated by C, either commits itself to a c,-communication, IN commits itself to a 
c,-communication: T,, on the other hand, after having communicated by c, has no 
commitment yet, and may still choose between cl and cZ according to their avail- 
ability. 
In our semantics, this crucial difference is captured by the structure of the 
expectarion states, where we will get, starting from .1, e({ c,, c,}) in the first case, 
;rnd { e( (q}), e((cb,}) in the second. Thus, we pay for simplifying the history domain 
by slightly complicating the state domain. 
Note that our linear-history semantics is strong enough to enable the reconstruction 
of the branching structure (represented by a tree) corresponding to some process 
from its linear-history meaning. This is in contrast to a recent related attempt [2] 
to achieve a distinction between a linear-history like semantics and a tree-like 
branching semantics, though for a much simpler langwge. They only show that the 
linear-history meaning is retrievable from the branching meaning (by a ‘flattening 
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function, trace), which is indeed to be expected. To achieve the converse, as we did 
here, implies recording the extra information somewhere, and we chose to complicate 
the state component. 
Back and Mannila [3] were also not ready to pay the required price, and had to 
restrict the scope of the language to which the semantics is given, and give up the 
treatment of deadlocks. 
Another aspect, which distinguishes our work from previous work by Kahn [ 131 
and Kossinski [ 141, as extended by Back and Munnila [3], is that we do not conceive 
the program as transforming input histories to output histories (the stream, or data 
flow, approach). Rather, our communication histories are interleavings of inputs 
and outputs (in the order of occurrence). Thereby we avoid the ‘merge-anomaly’ as 
noted by Brock and Ackermann [l]. 
Independently, using the idea of adding S’s (a trace of non-communication), Park 
[ 161 was also able to get rid of the merge anomaly, by forcing continuity. 
7. Conclusion 
A denotational semantics has been presented for CSP programs as an example 
for a general approach to languages for distributed computing. Its main advantages 
lie in the relative simplicity of the semantic domain, using linear sequences of 
communications instead of trees or other structures. The ordering is that of set 
inclusion which is simpler than the ones used in various power-domain constructions. 
In fact, as pointed out by E.-R. Olderog, no ordering is needed at all, since all the 
recursive equations are instances of ‘guarded recursion’, guaranteeing a unique fixed 
point (see Appendix A for details). Also, the approach is more general than tiny 
presented before, since it also applies to nested parallelism. 
Appendix A. Uniqueness of the fixed point of the semantic equations (Olderog) 
As already stated, the simple inclusion ordering c is sufficient to compute the 
least fixed points. Because of the S’s, .U[* CI] is an instance of a guarc;led wcursion 
which leads to wkpwjixed points where no ordering is needed. 
The only requirement to prove uniqueness i:; to restrict oneself from the very 
beginning to mappings. 
such that (4, h’)r X((cr, 11)) implies 
(i) 11’ =’ 11 (histories can only be extended), 
(ii) if CT = I, respectively 0 = e(A), then (cr’, 11’) = (CJ, h). 
These are very natural conditions for X which .U[cj should satisfy anyway. Call 
now ;i cc,llmand C‘ glrarded if (u’, 11’) E .Y[Q(((r, 11)) implies additionally !I’> h in 
the case that cr, U’ are proper states. 
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Claim. For guarded commands C the following holds: A?[* Cl is the unique -fixed 
point qf X = T[X 1, where T[X ] is ~15 in Section 3 and * C is also guarded. 
Proof. ‘ Uniqueness’: For mappings X as in (A.1) define ‘slices’ X,,, n 2 0, as map- 
pings 
x,:sy,Yx%)-+#(Yx~~) 
with 
X&r, h))={(cr’, /+I- X((ar, h))(!h’[--IhI= 4, 
i.e., k’ is exactly n symbols longer t5an h. Then 
x -= u x,,. 
II -0 
Further on, some consequences can be stated for composition X 9 Y (first Y, then 
X). By condition (i) for X and Y, 
(X 0 Y),, = ij (X, \> Y”_J. 
I-O 
For guarded i’ and condrtion (ii) for X, 
x O Y,, = x, O Y() -= Y,,. 
In particular, for guarded Y, 
x,, 0 Y!,==d for n 2 I. 
Now consider some X satisfying the fixed point equation 
x = T[X]. 
Using the 
we get 
equations one can calculate the slices of X. For proper :itates 
X,((cr, 1~)) =[if I@,),, A - ’ - A -T( h,,),, then ((CT, hCi)) else id] 
These equations show that X is fully determined by T, hence the uniqueness of X. 
Also, it is easy to check that this X is indeed a fixed point of 7. 
‘* C guarded’: This immediately follows fr -n (A.2) and the guardedness of C. Cl 
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